
"Deb Hopkins with Step Up Caregiver is
phenomenal! She always goes above and
beyond to care for the tenants. She has
dedicated her life to the service of others.
She puts love in everything she does." 
- Debi (PMRS Department)
"It is not how much you do, but how much
love you put in the doing." - Mother Teresa 

"Consumer Supported Services
goes above and beyond to care
for not only the tenants in CH|CR
homes but also their staff. We
were happy to be a part of a
fundraiser they held in honor of
one of their own. - CH|CR Staff

"We are thrilled that we can
contact Open Door and they
will immediately remedy a
situation. Love to have the
partnerships in full groove!"
- CH|CR Staff

Danielle Plummer and Francis
Ward with Minamyer recently
took on a task that involved
clearing out belongings from
a house and garage. They did
such an amazing job cleaning
up the property! That kind of
dedication is truly admirable!
- CH|CR Staff

"I love working with Upreach LLC and their
staff. We are able to cooperate together
and successfully solve any issues that may
arise. If I ever need assistance completing
paperwork or gaining information
concerning our tenants or homes, I can
always count on them to get back with me
in a timely manner. It's wonderful to
partner with a provider who works with you
to deliver quality service to our tenants
while maintaining amicable community
relations." - Jennifer (Leasing Department)
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With a caring heart and capable
hands DSP's ensure the safety and
well-being of people everyday. You
are a vital and essential part of the
community. The work you do is
greatly appreciated and does not go
unnoticed. Thank you for showing up
and providing such wonderful loving
care. You are an inspiration! We
admire and appreciate all you do!


